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Letter from the Editors  

 

Dear Reader, 

The Camargo Hunt of today enjoys a growing national and now international standing in the 
equestrian community. In view of these trends, the hunt news presents this international issue of 
Hark Together.  

    

    Our two main articles for this inaugural international issue are:  

A. The International Pony Clubs Hunt with us on October 24, 2015.  
 

B. Diane Kersting’s most excellent adventure:  Driving in Germany, Austria and Italy,           
September - October 2015.  

    

Many thanks to Carla Babcock for reining in the Pony Clubs for a Camargo Hunt cast from 
Brown Hall and to Dianne Kersting for her generous supply of photos and excerpts from the daily 
records of her driving trip. Dianne is a member of the Carriage Association of America. Special 
thanks to Steve Thomas for his generous supply of photos from the Pony Clubs’ visit.  

We hope that you will read this supplement to Hark Together in detail and be able to partake of 
an international hunt event in the not too distant future.  

Enjoy, 

Frank Welsh 

Susan Stuart 

Carla Babcock on Quinn Steve Thomas and Sue Lora Dianne Kersting 

The Stuarts 
 
 
The Welshes 



 
 

  
International Pony Clubs 
 

The International Pony Club Exchange 

     Three delegations from Pony Clubs International had an exchange visit with the Camargo Hunt on October 24, 
2015.  Teams from Great Britain, Ireland, and the United States came to hunt.  We cast from Brown Hall on 
Saturday morning. The weather was cool and a little sprinkly, but inviting, and the pony clubbers were treated to 
viewing coyotes for the first time. The Lee’s hosted the warm bring-to-share in their fabulous Brown Hall and 
members of the hunt sponsored lease horses through Danny as well as lending their own. 

     The Pony Club members, who stayed at Shaker village, were chosen from several hundred applicants.  All were 
C-3 riders and above, and an essay was required to qualify for selection.  There were four members on each team 
plus a chaperone. The age group ranged from eighteen to twenty-one. The entire trip lasted ten days, including hunts 
with Camargo, Woodford Hounds, and the Iroquois Hunt;  tours of premier stud farms in Lexington, an afternoon of 
walking out with the Clear Creek Beagles, and a day at the International Horse Show at the Kentucky Horse Park.  
They had a busy week and thoroughly explored the hills of Kentucky.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Teams 

United States 

• Jessie Pieracci 
• Katie Steinjann 
• Kathyrn Craig 
• Cecilia Black 

o Chaperone:  
Karen Barsuhn  

 

United Kingdom 

• Rosie Kate Boulton 
• Megan Eliza Lockyer 
• Lucy Cathryn Morgan 
• Emily Primrose Taylor 

o Chaperone:  
Helen Jackson 

 

Ireland 

• Jennifer Byrne 
• Caoimhi Murphy 
• Marina Williams 
• Kevin Finn 

o Chaperone: 
 Clare Corballis 

 



 
 

 

Pony Clubs 
 

 

Chaperones: Helen Jackson, Karen Barsuhn, 
 Carla Babcock, and Clare Corballis 

United States Delegation 

United Kingdom Delegation Irish Delegation 



 
 

  

National Business Driving in Europe 
 

Driving Through Germany, Austria, and Italy 

On September 1, 2015, Dianne Kersting set out on the trip of a lifetime, training and driving coaches in 
Bavaria and the Austrian Alps for two weeks. She also traveled in Tuscany.  

 

Dianne set out with Andreas Nemitz, who hails from Puhl in Southeastern Germany where he has a highly 
developed and sophisticated driving school. He takes both guests and fellow drivers who have trained with him, like 
Dianne, up to the border between Germany and Austria to visit the castles of Ludwig I and Ludwig II and to enjoy 
the Alpine scenery of forest streams and hiking trails. Dianne and Andreas drove four to five hours each day, 
covering forty to fifty kilometers. They stopped for lunch at villages and castles in the Alps and had picnics in 
Tuscany on the beach. The trip just happened to coincide with a coaching festival featuring one hundred and twenty 
coaches, seven dance groups, bands, whip crackers, and a parade of all the coaches through the village with 
thousands of spectators lining the roadside fields.  Vehicles in the parade represented traditional Bavarian trades 
such as wheelwrights, bell makers, house and barn builders, and loggers. Five antique fire engine companies with 
the firemen in their brass hats and an entire World War I artillery company completed the grand procession.  

 

Dianne prepared for the trip with a full week of four-in-hand training at Andreas’s farm. While training a 
young four-year-old who seemed to be doing fine, the horse went ballistic when encountering a field of grazing 
dairy cattle, resulting in a terrifying experience. He ran away with the coach, throwing the driver. This episode 
paused the career of the young horse, and he was not included in the rest of the travels. Dianne’s account 
“Runaway!” fills in the details.    

 

The party then set out for Tuscany by putting both the coaches and horses in trucks and motoring down to 
Sienna. A pair of Lipizzaner horses from Verona was hooked to the hunting carriage driven by Dianne. They only 
had two gaits: halt and an extended trot that made for some challenging driving. A large hunting brake, driven by 
Mr. Nemitz, was pulled by four horses. As many readers know, Tuscany is a picturesque realm of tranquil hills, 
woods, vineyards, castles, villas, and a Duke’s guest house, which was normally reserved for royals, but made 
accessible to Andreas and his party. The driving continued along the Mediterranean Sea among Maremmana 
longhorn cattle, restored castles, chapels, and wineries, one of which was used as the movie set for the recent 
production of “Romeo and Juliet.” A medieval feast was held in a candle-lit chapel, featuring a cappella singing 
groups and robust fare. The favorite dish was wild boar, slow-cooked, spiced, tenderized, and prepared as a ragout 
with wide-cut noodles. Each estate featured its own wine at dinner. A contessa opened her villa as a resort with 
astonishing original art, the equal of any in the Renaissance school, most reminiscent of Highclere Castle, the 
setting of the popular TV series, “Downton Abbey.” 

 

An original, old beer wagon pulled 
by eight German draft horses and 
accompanied by grooms on foot in 
traditional Bavarian dress. 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
  
  

 

A High Ol’ Time 
 

Dianne’s groom driving the Lipizzaner pair pulling the hunting carriage in Tuscany. 

Antique road coach owned and driven by Andreas 
Nemitz in the parade. 



 
 

  

Camargo Hunter Trials 
 

Kersting Itinerary 

Dianne Kersting’s Driving Trip: September 2015  
 
 
Weeks 1 & 2  Driving a German hunting carriage drawn by two elegant black Oldenburg mares in Bavaria 

and the Austrian Alps 

Weekend 1 Coachman’s Festival near Pohl, Bavaria, Germany 

Week 3  Training to four-in-hand driving in Bavaria, including a Runaway Ride 

Weeks 4 & 5  Driving ancient Roman roads in Tuscany, Italy 

Weekend 4/5  Driving on Mediterranean beaches, Italy   

 

Her itinerary included: 

--Small villages, 

--Forests, mountain trails, 

--Farmland, 

--Staying at farms, village inns, and castles, and 

--Hobnobbing with royalty. 

 

 

Driving Definitions: 

1. Coachman: experienced person who is driving the horses. 
2. Driving: a person on a carriage with reins in hand. 
3. Four-in-hand: four horses in harness hooked to a coach. 
4. German hunting carriage: four-wheel, light-weight vehicle designed to be pulled by two horses. 
5. Hunting brake: heavy-weight vehicle designed for large loads of eight to ten people pulled by four horses or more.  
      --Both carriages are designed for rough, long-distance, cross-country travel. Turn out: total package of horses, 
carriage, coachman, and groom. 

6. Groom: person responsible for caring for horses and carriage, grooming, harnessing and hitching, and adjusting 
equipment at the coachman’s request. He also stands in front of or holds the horses while passengers get on the carriage. 
 
 
 

Dianne is a member of the Carriage Association of America, headquartered at the Horse Park in Lexington. 
There are thousands of members, including prominent persons such as David Rockefeller and Prince Phillip. At one 
point, Dianne was joined by Lady Ferguson-Johnson, from the UK, and her sister Nell. With a royal touch, they added 
warmth and depth to the trip.  

 



 
 

 

  

A Little Excitement  
 

 
 
 
 

RUNAWAY! 
 
 
The day I spent one of my nine lives 
 
 
       We ventured off on a pleasant day for a test drive of a new horse paired with a leader. The younger horse was to 
learn to work with the leader.  We wound through the forest and onto a busy highway with no problems. Everything 
was going well. As we came down the lane toward the little village where Andy Nemitz lives, however, we 
approached a grazing herd of dairy cattle. The new horse saw the cows and went berserk.  
  
       He took off at a full gallop, with the poor leader attached and having no choice but to join in the flight. Over a 
large tree stump, across the lane, through three strands of hot wire, across a hay field we continued atop the carriage. 
Then we hit a bump. Andy bounced from the wedge seat onto my lap and, due to the force of gravity, tumbled from 
the carriage, reins in hand. The carriage, pulled by the frightened, stampeding horses, flew across a fresh cut hay 
field.  With the reins tangled in the splinter bar, I had no choice but to sit upon the box and pray. Mr. King, the 
brakeman, reached for the spindle brake and wound it tight. We hit another bump and the pole broke so the horses 
could galloped away, free of the carriage.  And finally, we rolled to a stop.   
  
        I looked back to see Andy prostrate on the ground.  I told Mr. King to see to the horses if he could find them, as 
they had vanished over a hill.  I ran back at least 100+ yards to find Andy alive, but in much pain.  I was able to tell 
at once that he was suffering from a concussion. There were no apparent fractures, but he had severe bruising of his 
shoulder and ankle.  I helped him to his feet and told him to wait while I ran to the farm for the Jeep.  When I got 
there, his son met me at the car. I hopped in and we drove back to Andy.  After putting Andy in the car with much 
difficulty, we headed off to find the horses.  
  
        I saw Mr. King flagging us from a gate below. We drove to him, and he led us to a ditch.  There were the 
horses tangled in live hot wires in a flowing creek, with their harness still attached to the broken pole. Their whole 
bodies twitched to the beat of the electrical shocks of the very strong hot wire.  It took twenty minutes till Andy's 
son was able to find the switch and shut off the electric current.  By then three farmers with two tractors and a vet 
were on hand. With great difficulty they loosened the wet, muddy harness and bridles from the horses, but left the 
collars on.  With a large strap around the collar, they pulled the first horse upward till he gained his legs and 
bounded from the ditch.   
  
      The second horse was not so easy.  After many attempts, with a strap around the collar and one under his belly, a 
rescuing lift tractor raised the horse to the upper side of the ditch. The horse still refused to stand, no doubt being in 
shock.  The farmers pushed and pulled and straightened his legs into position until the horse finally stood.  Andy, 
Mr. King, and I returned to the farm for the horse trailer, brought it back, and loaded up the terrified animals.  The 
vet followed us back. He dressed wounds, gave antibiotics, and stitched up a cut lip. Over all, the two horses seemed 
to be in pretty fair condition considering what they had been through.  Andy left the horses in my care, and his son 
took him to the hospital. He is home now, in bed with no fractures, just a concussion and hurt pride.   The next day 
I was at the barn at eight in the morning to help with the chores.  
 
All’s well that ends well. 
  
 



 
 

  

Coaching Parade 

  

Hay making Education 

Barn raising Church building 

It was a grand parade! Wheel making 



 
 

 

By the Sea 

We are staying in the Grand Duke's guest house in Albanese next to the Mediterranean Sea. We drove to the 
coast yesterday and picnicked at the light house. Last night we went to an excellent seafood restaurant. Andy 
announces there would be a fixed menu. As the plates began to be delivered, everyone stared at mine. Instead of fish, 
he had preordered and arranged an assortment of scallops Rockefeller, scampi, the size of which I had never before 
seen, calamari, and other delicacies. It was far above what the others enjoyed. He was so happy I enjoyed it. 
Remember, Suzanne, I would not eat the fish when we visited here the last tour? He made sure I would eat this time. 
 
            We are having breakfast in the plaza and saying good bye to our old guests and hello to our new. We will drive 
again and picnic by the sea today. Lady Ferguson and her sister are little quiet ladies. I hope they do well on the trip. 
The others are middle aged, four Norwegians and two Germans. My groom's wife has joined us for the remainder of 
the tour. They are tango instructors and gave a demonstration last night. 

 

A Tranquil Day 

A Scenic Day 

 
      The day started off pleasant but cool. It warmed as the sun rose higher, as did the hills. As we approached a   
10-degree grade, sigh, I knew we were going to have trouble. We began the climb as any other at a trot.  It soon 
came down to a slower and slower walk. The hill seemed to go on forever. Andy stopped about half way 
up.   He asked us to alight and walk, so I did. By the time we got to the top, I thought my heart would pop out of 
my chest.  I was breathing so hard I knew my lungs were about to burst. When we finally reached the summit it 
looked as if we were on top of the world as I scanned the horizon. The panoramic view of the valley below was 
unbelievable. Just like a painting, the fields of grape vines and olive trees were laid out in quilt-like patterns of 
various colors.  The tops of hills were dotted with castles and villas from medieval times to the present day. On 
one, a large, walled city complete with castle and church steeples could be seen. What a wonderful sight. 
        
      We all hopped aboard the hunting brake, broke out the lunch bag of various sandwiches, and ate along the way. 
After eating I became very sleepy and kept dozing off only to awaken to the feeling I was about to fall off my high 
perch on the back of the carriage, which I could easily have done. That was a bit frightening!  
 
      By four we arrived at our destination. After a hot shower I took a nap. Dinner was prepared in the kitchen as we 
sat table side looking on, just like in a TV cooking channel show. We were given a close-up view of real Italian 
cooking and devoured it with gusto! The five-course menu included, among many other things, traditional bread 
soup, wild boar, and, of course, wine. Stuffed full we all tumbled into bed. 
      The next day rain was forecast, but we will have a fairly short journey and will be stopping for lunch at a tavern 
along the way.  
 
I will take my rain gear. 
 

 

The night of the blood 
moon over a small town in 
Tuscany. 

https://outlook.office.com/owa/?realm=ursulineacademy.org&ver=16.983.13.1842835&cver=16.965.10.1834730&cf=1&vC=0&forceBO=false


 
 

 

Carriages and Brakes 

  

Andreas Nemitz on the 
hunting brake waiting 
for passengers. 



 
 

  

  

 
 Pony Clubs International in all their glory with the Camargo Hunt in Owen County, Kentucky. 

 
 Driving in style through Bavaria and the Austrian Alps 
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